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Seminar Calendar

Noteworthy News

TUESDAY, AUGUST 25
U. Michigan Chemistry-Biology Interface training program
This virtual symposium (with poster sessions) will highlight
innovative research at the interface of chemistry and biology and is
open to Michigan State University faculty and students.
The deadline to - register is Aug 23 / submit an abstract is Aug 17.
To register

Announcements
FYI- Window cleaning for the Biochemistry building is scheduled for
Monday, August 24. The loading dock area may be closed for a short
period of time while they work on the south side of the building but this
should not affect anyone in the building.

The link below provides information for MSU employees who may
need or request special accommodations regarding returning to
work.

Heedeok Hong was invited to the
Board of Reviewing Editors in the
journal, eLife. eLife works to improve
research communication through
open science and open technology
innovation and is funded by HHMI,
Max Planck Society, and Wellcome
Trust.

Click here

SPARTANS WILL.

The link below is an article in Nature and provides interesting commentary on racism in academia.
Click here
Joint Chemistry and BMB student Gracielou Klinger will be presenting her Doctoral Dissertation Defense
titled “Biomimetic lignin depolymerization using small molecule thiols: mimicking the beta-aryl ether
cleavage pathway” " on Monday, August 10 at 11:00 a.m. Email Graci for the Zoom link.
Food & drink are now allowed in the Biochemistry Building, following the protocols outlined in the “Policies
and Procedures for MSU Biochemistry Building” download below and on the BMB webpage. Laboratories
can accommodate a safe eating space in each lab as long as it is an enclosed space (e.g., office) and it is used
by one person at a time with the door closed. Each laboratory can install a mechanism to make this happen
under the guidelines of each lab (including sanitation). In the event that the lab cannot accommodate the
needs of one or more members, BCH is making three rooms available for this: BCH208, BCH302A and BCH
402A. Each room allows only one person at a time, and a sign-up sheet can be accessed in the document
below and is provided online.
Download document
MSU WorkLIfe Office is gathering feedback about the concerns of the MSU employee community as they
consider returning to campus. You can complete the survey whether or not you are currently working from
home. The survey ends August 9th.
Click here
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Open Positions:
Graduate students are encouraged to apply for the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s (LLNL)
Fellowship. The fellowship was established to provide extraordinary postdocs an opportunity to pursue
independent, ground-breaking research in a National Lab setting. Areas of research include biology,
chemistry, applied mathematics, computer and environmental science, and engineering, among others.
For more information
Washington University School of Medicine is seeking a postdoc in germ cell chromatin organization and
fertility in flies, fish and mice to join the McNeill laboratory in St. Louis. The laboratory uses both flies and
mice as model systems to investigate organ development, regeneration and the coordination of growth and
patterning in development. Experience in genetics, imaging, development or chromatin analysis a plus.
For more information
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